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PURPOSE. To evaluate cone spacing using adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy
(AOSLO) in eyes with nonneovascular AMD, and to correlate progression of AOSLO-derived
cone measures with standard measures of macular structure.
METHODS. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy images were obtained over 12 to 21
months from seven patients with AMD including four eyes with geographic atrophy (GA) and
four eyes with drusen. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy images were overlaid
with color, infrared, and autofluorescence fundus photographs and spectral domain optical
coherence tomography (SD-OCT) images to allow direct correlation of cone parameters with
macular structure. Cone spacing was measured for each visit in selected regions including
areas over drusen (n ¼ 29), at GA margins (n ¼ 14), and regions without drusen or GA (n ¼
13) and compared with normal, age-similar values.
RESULTS. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy imaging revealed continuous cone
mosaics up to the GA edge and overlying drusen, although reduced cone reflectivity often
resulted in hyporeflective AOSLO signals at these locations. Baseline cone spacing measures
were normal in 13/13 unaffected regions, 26/28 drusen regions, and 12/14 GA margin
regions. Although standard clinical measures showed progression of GA in all study eyes,
cone spacing remained within normal ranges in most drusen regions and all GA margin
regions.
CONCLUSIONS. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy provides adequate resolution for
quantitative measurement of cone spacing at the margin of GA and over drusen in eyes with
AMD. Although cone spacing was often normal at baseline and remained normal over time,
these regions showed focal areas of decreased cone reflectivity. These findings may provide
insight into the pathophysiology of AMD progression. (ClinicalTrials.gov number,
NCT00254605.)
Keywords: age-related macular degeneration, adaptive optics, cones, scanning laser
ophthalmoscopy

ge related macular degeneration is the leading cause of
vision loss in patients aged 65 years or older in developed
countries.1–3 Drusen, deposits of extracellular material accumulating between the RPE and the inner collagenous layer of
Bruch’s membrane, are among the earliest manifestations of
AMD and can lead to progressive vision loss even in the
absence of advanced disease.4 Dynamic accumulation and
regression of drusen is a risk factor for formation of geographic
atrophy (GA) of the RPE, an atrophic form accounting for 35%
of all late AMD cases.5 Typically, one or more patches of
atrophy of the outer retina, RPE, and choriocapillaris show
enlargement and coalesce over time, accounting for moderate
to severe vision loss.6
Although vision loss in AMD results from photoreceptor
degeneration, the primary pathophysiologic mechanism leading
to photoreceptor loss from progression of drusen and GA is still
uncertain. Several lines of evidence suggest that RPE cell death is
the key event in formation of GA, triggering subsequent atrophy
of the choriocapillaris and loss of the overlying photorecep-

tors.7–9 One of the factors suggested to initiate the disease
process is accumulation of lipofuscin within RPE cells.
Clinicopathologic studies have documented that continuous
lipofuscin deposition in RPE cells at the margin of GA leads to
cellular hypertrophy with resultant effects on cell metabolism
and subsequent cell death.6,10–12 Studies using fundus autofluorescence (FAF) imaging showed that lipofuscin-filled RPE cells at
the GA margin correspond to a band of increased autofluorescence, which has been shown to represent a marker for future
RPE cell loss and disease progression.13 In contrast, several
histologic studies have suggested that the photoreceptors play a
principal role in the evolution of GA.14–16 Photoreceptor
degeneration and loss were suggested to occur before disease
in the RPE/Bruch’s membrane complex progresses.17,18 Similarly,
examination of postmortem eyes with AMD revealed structural
photoreceptor changes overlying drusen,15,16 and thinning of the
photoreceptor layer over drusen was observed in spectral
domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) images of eyes
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TABLE. Clinical Characteristics of the Study Patients at Baseline
Subject

AOSLO
ID

Sex

Age, y

Eye

AMD Classification*

P1
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

30003
30003
30021
30024
30011
30023
10052
30005

F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M

67
67
73
68
68
50
71
64

Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right

Late (Nonfoveal
Late (Nonfoveal
Late (Nonfoveal
Late (Nonfoveal
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

GA)
GA)
GA)
GA)

Visual Acuity
Snellen
20/25
20/40
20/20
20/20
20/16
20/16 þ3
20/32 þ3
20/12.5

Visual Acuity
ETDRS, Letters

Foveal Sensitivity
HVF 10-2, dB

80
69
83
85
90
93
78
95

31
31
33
36
36
37
29
36

* AMD classification is based on the Clinical Classification System for AMD proposed by the Macular Research Classification Committee.48

with AMD,19 suggesting correlation between drusen and focal
photoreceptor cell death.
Examination of the retina over drusen and at the margin of
GA may provide further insight into the structural changes

preceding progression of AMD. The morphologic changes at
GA margins associated with GA enlargement have been studied
using a variety of retinal imaging modalities, including fundus
photography,20,21 FAF,22,23 and OCT.24–27 Adaptive optics

FIGURE 1. Clinical images and AOSLO outline. For each study patient, color fundus photograph obtained at baseline is shown with SD-OCT scan
superimposed, and area imaged with AOSLO at baseline outlined in black. White horizontal lines represent location of OCT scan. Black dot
denotes fixation. Green, yellow, and blue numbers within AOSLO image outline represent locations of ROIs where cone spacing was analyzed in
each AOSLO image during the study (Green: intact retinal areas with no drusen or geographic atrophy, yellow: ROIs over drusen, blue: ROIs at the
margin of geographic atrophy). White scale bar at lower left corner of each color fundus image: 200 lm.
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FIGURE 2. Morphologic features of AOSLO images from healthy retinal area in an eye with intermediate AMD. Left: color fundus photograph
obtained at baseline from the left eye of patient 4 with registered SD-OCT scan. Optical coherence tomography line is indicated in white. Fixation is
denoted by black dot. Area surrounding ROI N1 is outlined in blue. Color fundus image shows normal-appearing retinal area and OCT scan shows
preserved outer nuclear layer (ONL), photoreceptor IS/OS and RPE layers. Middle: magnified AOSLO image registered on infrared fundus image,
showing cones as bright profiles arranged into continuous mosaics. Dark features represent over-riding retinal vessels. Right: magnified AOSLO
image of region N1. Scale bar: 15 arc minutes.

scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) is an imaging system
that can noninvasively generate images of individual cone
photoreceptors in living eyes.28–31 The blur caused by the
optical imperfections in living human eyes is the major factor
limiting the ability to visualize photoreceptors with all methods
commonly used in clinical practice. Adaptive optics can
compensate for these ocular wavefront aberrations, and
therefore increase the lateral resolution of retinal images to
the order of 2 lm, allowing visualization of single cone
photoreceptors. The feasibility of AOSLO imaging to generate
in vivo images of macular cones has been shown in healthy
eyes and eyes with inherited retinal degenerations.32–36
Moreover, direct in vivo visualization of RPE cell mosaics was
reported in eyes with inherited retinal degenerations in regions
where cones were missing,37,38 as well as in primate and
human eyes using AOSLO autofluorescence images.39 Thus,
AOSLO imaging of eyes with AMD may allow detailed
evaluation of the photoreceptor-RPE complex morphology
and quantitative measures of macular cone structure adjacent
to areas of incipient or existing GA. This information may
enhance our understanding of the structural changes that
occur in eyes with AMD and may provide a sensitive biomarker
for disease progression in these eyes. Adaptive optics images
from a single eye with nonneovascular AMD showed intact
cone structure over drusen,40 but in another study of four eyes
with AMD AOSLO images revealed increasing levels of
photoreceptor disruption that correlated with increasing
disease severity.41 The aim of the present study was to evaluate
cone spacing over drusen and at GA margins in eyes with AMD
using AOSLO in vivo imaging, and to correlate progression of
AOSLO-derived cone spacing measures with standard measures
of macular structure.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

All research procedures were performed in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki. The study protocol was approved
by the institutional review boards of the University of
California at San Francisco and University of California at
Berkeley. All subjects gave written informed consent before
participating in the study. Patients aged 50 years or older with
intermediate AMD in at least one eye or late AMD manifesting
nonfoveal GA and visual acuity of 20/40 or better were
enrolled. If both eyes met the inclusion criteria, both eyes were

studied. Patients were excluded if their pupils did not dilate to
at least 7 mm, they had dense cataract or other media
opacities, they had previously undergone ocular surgery, or
they were unable to maintain stable fixation. Eyes with a
history of neovascular AMD or retinal disease other than AMD
at baseline were also excluded from the study.
All patients were imaged at baseline and thereafter returned
for at least one follow-up visit with the last study visit occurring
between 12 and 21 months after enrollment. At each study
visit, each patient underwent complete eye examination
including determination of best-corrected visual acuity as
measured using standard methods used in the Early Treatment
of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS). Imaging studies
included SD-OCT (Spectralis HRA-OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, Vista, CA), color fundus photography, and FAF. Fluorescein
angiography was recorded at least once for each patient during
the course of the study to document the presence of a window
transmission defect consistent with GA and exclude the
presence of choroidal neovascularization using a digital system
(Topcon 50 EX fundus camera; Topcon Medical Systems,
Oakland, NJ).
High quality clinical images generated with each imaging
modality were selected from each patient visit, and registered
with a baseline color fundus photograph selected for each eye
using I2K Align software (Dual Align LLC, Clifton Park, NY).
The registered overlays were used to guide selection of regions
of interest (ROIs) for AOSLO imaging and analysis. Specifically,
ROIs were selected in retinal locations without evidence of
drusen or GA on fundus photography or SD-OCT, over drusen,
and at GA margins. At baseline and at each study visit, the
presence of photoreceptors in each selected ROI was verified
by visualization of the inner segment-outer segment (IS/OS)
junction or inner segment ellipsoid zone42 in registered SDOCT scans.
To determine correlation between progression of AOSLOderived cone measures and standard measures of macular
structure, drusen morphology, and height at each ROI were
assessed at each visit.43 Briefly, drusen height was derived from
registered SD-OCT raster images that cut through the apex of
the druse, and was measured manually using the ruler tool on
Photoshop (Adobe Photoshop; Adobe Systems Inc., Mountain
View, CA). Changes of 30% increase or decrease in drusen
height during the study period were identified as progression
or regression.43 Similarly, registered horizontal SD-OCT scans
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FIGURE 3. Cone spacing measurements in eyes with nonneovascular AMD at retinal regions showing no evidence of drusen or geographic atrophy.
Right: cone spacing measures from nonneovascular AMD patients and healthy subjects versus retinal eccentricity. Each ROI was imaged at several
follow-up visits, thus, multiple symbols are shown to represent the serial measures of cone spacing obtained from each ROI as listed in the legend
on the right. Data from age-matched healthy subjects are plotted as small gray dots. Dark solid line indicates best fit to normal data. Dashed lines:
95% confidence limits of the best fit. Left images: AOSLO images and corresponding SD-OCT scans obtained from healthy retinal regions at baseline
and at the last follow-up visit for that patient. Individual cones within mosaics identified in each AOSLO image are denoted by red cross-hairs. White
scale bar: 15 arc minutes. Red box on OCT images denotes the area for which a corresponding magnified AOSLO image is shown above. Upper
panel: patient 4, left eye, region N2. Cone spacing was measured at different locations of the cone mosaic identified within the same ROI between
the visits where cones were unambiguously seen. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography images show normal outer retinal layers at the
ROI. Lower panel: patient 6, right eye, location N2. Registered SD-OCT images show normal outer retinal morphology within the ROI that remained
unchanged during the study period. Large dark features at the left area of each AOSLO image represents shadowing from a retinal blood vessel.
Cone spacing values obtained from all normal regions were normal at baseline and remained within the normal range during the study.

through the drusen apex were inspected to qualitatively assess
the integrity of the IS/OS layer, noting discontinuity and
changes in reflectivity occurring focally or diffusely directly
over the druse.43

AOSLO Image Acquisition and Processing
All patients underwent AOSLO imaging. Briefly, the AOSLO
system makes use of a low-coherence, 840-nm light source, a
Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor, and a 140-actuator microelectromechanical (MEMS) deformable mirror (Boston Micromachines Corporation, Watertown, MA). Digital videos were
recorded in a continuous fashion throughout the central
macular area, with special attention to regions of interest
selected for each study eye. Each video subtended an area of
1.28 square.
Distortions in images caused by eye movements were
minimized from each video with the use of customized
software.44,45 After correction, static frames were averaged to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio. These images were then
arranged (Adobe Photoshop; Adobe Systems, Inc.) by aligning
landmarks on overlapping images to create a continuous
montage of macular cones. Image scales were computed from
calibration images recorded before each imaging session, to
achieve a ratio of 420 3 420 pixels per degree in the final
AOSLO montage. For each eye, AOSLO montages from each
patient visit were superimposed upon all available clinical

fundus images generated with each imaging modality at each
visit (Adobe Illustrator; Adobe Systems, Inc.).

Cone Spacing Analysis
High-resolution AOSLO images were analyzed using customized software to determine cone spacing measures using
previously described methods.34,46,47 Briefly, each image was
interpreted for the presence of features consistent with cone
mosaics, including a polygonal array of uniformly-sized bright
round or oval profiles. Each image was assessed by two
investigators (SZS and AR) to minimize possible errors in cone
identification (such as misidentification of cones or false
identification of rods as cones). Cone spacing measures
calculated for each selected region were compared with
normative, age-similar values derived from nine visually healthy
subjects aged 50 to 75 years (mean 60.7 6 9 years) at similar
retinal eccentricities. An exponential function was fit to the
spacing of the normal data:
Cone spacing ¼ AexpðB*eccentricityÞ þ CexpðD*eccentricityÞ
where A, B, C, and D are constants. Confidence intervals (CI;
95%) were estimated using the Matlab curve fitting toolbox
(The MathWorks, Naticks, MA). The Z-score for each cone
spacing measurement was computed as the number of SDs
from the best fitting line to the normal data for that
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FIGURE 4. Morphologic features of AOSLO images from retinal areas over drusen in eyes with nonneovascular AMD. AOSLO images from region
D12 of patient 7 obtained at baseline and after 21 months of follow up are registered with Heidelberg SD-OCT scans. The exact OCT scan location is
indicated by the white line. The green and orange boxes indicate areas of the magnified AOSLO images shown in green and orange insets,
respectively. Scale bar: 15 arc minutes.

eccentricity. Z scores higher or lower than a value of 2 were
considered abnormal.

RESULTS
The study population consisted of eight eyes from seven
patients with AMD, including four eyes with late AMD
manifesting nonfoveal GA and four eyes with large drusen
consistent with intermediate AMD at baseline (Table). The
nomenclature used in our study is consistent with the clinical
classification system for AMD.48 Five of the seven patients were

male, and ages at baseline ranged from 50 to 73 years (mean
65.8 6 7.3 years). One patient had bilateral late AMD with
nonfoveal GA in whom both eyes were included in the study.
Visual acuity in the eight eyes at baseline ranged from 20/12.5
to 20/40 (ETDRS letters: 69–95). Figure 1 shows clinical retinal
and SD-OCT images obtained at baseline for all study subjects,
with the location of ROIs selected for AOSLO imaging denoted
for each eye. Overall, ROIs identified and further analyzed in
the entire study group included 13 sites exhibiting no GA or
drusen on clinical examination or standard retinal imaging, 28
sites located over drusen, and 14 sites adjacent to GA margins.
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FIGURE 5. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy images from regions over drusen at which cone spacing values were marginally
increased at baseline compared with normal. Shown are two ROIs from the right eye of patient 6 (D3, D5). For each ROI, the corresponding SD-OCT
and magnified AOSLO images are shown in the upper and lower panels, respectively (region D3: Light blue; region D5: Light green). Box on OCT
cross-section image denotes the exact location of the ROI analyzed. Scale bar on AOSLO images: 15 arc minutes.

During the study period, three patients [P1 OS, P4 OS, P7
OD] manifested unstable fixation secondary to progression of
macular degeneration or visually significant cataract, resulting
in decreased AOSLO image quality obtained at some ROIs at
some follow-up visits. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy images for which image quality did not permit
quantitative cone spacing measures were excluded from the
analysis. Therefore, eight ROIs located over drusen from these
three study eyes were not included in the longitudinal
analysis. In addition, AOSLO images of ROIs GA1, GA2, and
GA3 from patient 3 were not obtained at the 12-month visit,
resulting in 9-months follow-up available for analysis of these
regions. All other ROIs were followed longitudinally over 12
to 21 months.

Retinal Areas With No Geographic Atrophy or
Drusen
Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy images from
all 13 ROIs selected at retinal areas in which there was no
evidence of drusen or GA revealed continuous photoreceptor
mosaics. Within these mosaics, cones were noted as bright
round or oval uniformly sized profiles that were arranged in an
ordered array (Fig. 2). These features are consistent with
previous reports of cone structure seen in AOSLO images from
healthy eyes.34,49
At baseline, cone spacing measures were normal for all study
eyes in regions showing no drusen or GA (Z scores ¼ 0.6 to
1.54) (Fig. 3). Over the study period, all these retinal regions
remained structurally unchanged and there was no evidence of
formation of drusen or pigmentary abnormalities noted in
clinical images or SD-OCT scans. There were variations in cone
spacing measures between visits for some of these ROIs.
However, cone spacing remained within the normal agematched range in all of the 13 normal retinal regions followed
over 12 to 21 months (Fig. 3). We interpret this to mean that no

significant change in cone spacing occurred in healthy retinal
regions in the study eyes during this period.

Retinal Areas Over Drusen
In all ROIs selected over drusen, AOSLO images showed
unambiguous cone mosaics characterized by ordered packing.
However, mild morphologic alterations were noted within
these mosaics, including subtle irregularity and areas of
reduced cone reflectivity. These often resulted in formation
of a patchy, hyporeflective AOSLO signal in areas located over
drusen (Fig. 4). The dark signal colocalized with hyporeflectivity of the IS/OS junction directly overlying drusen noted in
registered SD-OCT images (Fig. 4).
At baseline, cone spacing measures were normal in all ROIs
located over drusen (Z-scores ¼ 1.88 to 2) except for two
regions from one study eye (patient 6, right eye, locations D3
and D5). In this eye with extensive multiple drusenoid RPE
detachments, we analyzed five drusen ROIs, of which cone
spacing at baseline was marginally increased above the normal
range in two (Z-scores ¼ 2.71 and 2.98). Baseline SD-OCT
images from both these regions showed hyporeflectivity of the
IS/OS photoreceptor junction directly overlying each region
with focal disruption near region D3 (Fig. 5).
During the study period, qualitative changes in drusen
morphology were noted in SD-OCT images of several ROIs
from a few study eyes. Progression of drusen was found in four
regions of the 20 drusen ROIs for which follow-up AOSLO
images were available for longitudinal analysis, and regression
was noted in one other region. Furthermore, focal discontinuity or hyporeflectivity of the outer retinal band corresponding
with the IS/OS layer overlying drusen was noted during the
study period in 10 drusen regions. Nonetheless, there was no
direct correlation between change in drusen morphology in
clinical or SD-OCT images and changes noted in corresponding
AOSLO images. No corresponding morphologic alterations
were apparent in AOSLO images from any of the drusen
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FIGURE 6. Cone spacing measurements in eyes with nonneovascular AMD at regions over drusen. Left images: AOSLO images and corresponding
SD-OCT scans obtained from ROIs over drusen at baseline and at the last follow-up visit. Individual cones within mosaics identified in each AOSLO
image are labeled by red cross-hairs. Red bars on OCT images denote the area for which a magnified AOSLO image is shown above. Upper panel:
patient 7, right eye, location drusen 4. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography images show increased lateral extent and height of the druse
at 21 months versus baseline. Cone spacing values obtained from this region were normal at baseline and remained within the normal range during
the study. Lower panel: patient 5, left eye, location drusen 3. Registered SD-OCT images show stable drusen morphology in this ROI during the
study period. Cone spacing values from this region were normal throughout the study period. Upper right: cone spacing measures from eyes with
nonneovascular AMD and age-similar, visually healthy control subjects versus retinal eccentricity. Data from control subjects are plotted as small
gray dots. Dark solid line indicates best fit to normal data. Dashed lines: 95% confidence limits of the best fit. Each ROI was imaged at several time
points and multiple data-points are shown for each ROI to represent the serial spacing measures obtained during the study. Lower right: change in
cone spacing measured at baseline and at each study visit for each ROI. All spacing values from all drusen ROIs remained within the normal range
during the study period.

regions that exhibited changes in drusen height during the
study period. Although mild variations were noted between
different imaging sessions, AOSLO-derived cone spacing
measures remained within the 95% CIs of the age-similar mean
during the study period in all ROIs located over drusen,
regardless of structural changes documented by multimodal
imaging in these regions during the study (Fig. 6, right panels).

Junctional Areas Between Geographic Atrophy and
Nonatrophic Retina
In all study eyes in which retinal regions adjacent to GA
margins were analyzed, AOSLO imaging revealed continuous
cone mosaics up to the edge of the atrophy, whereas no cone
mosaics were unambiguously seen within the area of atrophy.
As was also observed over drusen, AOSLO images from regions
around GA margins revealed a transition zone in which the
cone mosaics appeared qualitatively irregular with reduced
cone reflectivity that often resulted in formation of a dark
signal (Fig. 7, asterisks). The ring-shaped hyporeflective AOSLO
signal colocalized with hyporeflectivity of the IS/OS junction
layer noted in registered SD-OCT scans (Fig. 7). The hyporeflective AOSLO signal surrounding GA was noted in all followup AOSLO images from these regions. We found no correlation

between the AOSLO dark signal and presence of adjacent
hyperfluorescence in FAF images obtained throughout the
study period (Supplementary Fig. S1).
At baseline, cone spacing measures were normal in all ROIs
located at GA margins (Z scores ¼ 1.93 to 1.3) except two
ROIs from one study eye (patient 3, left eye, regions GA4 and
GA5), in which cone spacing was marginally increased above
normal (Z scores ¼ 2.19 and 2.79). Both these ROIs were
located near the edge of a small extrafoveal GA area (Figs. 1, 8).
Baseline SD-OCT through both regions showed a continuous
IS/OS photoreceptor junction layer. During the 15 months of
study follow up, mild enlargement of the GA was noted in
clinical images from this study eye, with extension of its margin
towards the location of these two ROIs (Fig. 8). Nonetheless,
cone spacing measures over time did not fall outside the
normal distribution in both these regions. Similarly, although
standard clinical measures showed progression of GA adjacent
to some of the ROIs during the study period (Fig. 8), AOSLO
longitudinal tracking demonstrated cone spacing measures that
did not fall outside the normal age-matched range in all ROIs
located at GA margins where cones were visualized, irrespective of clinical evidence of progression of the atrophy in that
region (Fig. 8).
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FIGURE 7. Morphologic features of AOSLO images in retinal areas adjacent to geographic atrophy margins. Left column: AOSLO images from ROI
GA2 from the left eye of patient 2 at baseline and after 12 months of follow up are registered with infrared fundus images and SD-OCT scans. White
lines indicate the location of the OCT sections, which skim the edges of the GA regions. The green and dark blue boxes (left) indicate areas of
magnified AOSLO images shown in green and dark blue insets in the right column, respectively. Areas of reduced cone reflectivity seen as
hyporeflective AOSLO signal around the margin of geographic atrophy correspond with hyporeflectivity of the IS/OS layer in the SD-OCT images
(asterisks). Scale bar: 15 arc minutes.

DISCUSSION
Examination by high-resolution AOSLO images enables in vivo
visualization of cone photoreceptors and allows quantitative
measurement of cone spacing over drusen and at the margin of
GA in eyes with AMD. We observed continuous cone mosaics
with normal or near-normal cone spacing at most ROIs over
drusen and at the margins of GA. Cone spacing measures in
these regions as well as in retinal areas with no drusen or GA
were within the same range of spacing values obtained in
control eyes from age-similar subjects. In all study eyes, cone
spacing in retinal regions over drusen or at GA margins that
were followed longitudinally over 12 to 21 months remained
similar to baseline values during the study period. Examination
by clinical measures and SD-OCT showed morphologic
changes in several study regions located over drusen and
progression of GA in all study eyes during the study period.
Nonetheless, correlated measures of cone spacing remained
within the normal range in most study regions located over
drusen and at GA margins, even when progression of the GA
edge was noted to extend towards the ROI. Previous histologic
studies of photoreceptor topography in aging eyes14,17,18,50,51
showed retention of cones in the fovea with a tightly packed
polygonal mosaic that looked similar to control eyes. In the
parafoveal region a preferential loss of rods was noted, whereas
cone IS appeared large and adjacent to each other even when
no intervening rods were seen.14,17,18 Thus, remodeling of
surviving rods can potentially account for apparent preserva-

tion of cone mosaics and maintain normal spacing between
them, as found in our study. Cone spacing is a robust, but
conservative, measure of the structural integrity of the
photoreceptor mosaic in eyes with AMD, and may not be a
sensitive indicator of disease progression. Nonetheless, our
finding of cone spacing measures that were within the normal
age-matched range in regions where cones were unambiguously visualized suggests that diffuse cone loss may not be
occurring in eyes with nonneovascular AMD. Further, persistence of cone spacing measures within the normal agematched range over time may provide insight into the
pathophysiology of progression of drusen and GA, suggesting
that increased cone spacing may not be measurable in advance
of local progression of AMD, and that cone spacing is
preserved until disease progression is advanced.
Although we saw no quantifiable differences in cone
spacing between AMD patients and healthy eyes, we did
observe qualitative differences in the cone appearance in the
images. The next two paragraphs summarize our subjective
assessments of variations in cone reflectance and variations in
cone packing geometry.
We found morphologic abnormalities of cone photoreceptor mosaics including irregular appearance and reduced cone
reflectivity over drusen and around GA edges resulting in a
hyporeflective AOSLO signal. These morphologic abnormalities were seen even in regions in which quantitative measures
of cone spacing were normal, signifying possible disruption of
the structural integrity of the photoreceptors in the absence of
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FIGURE 8. Cone spacing measurements in eyes with nonneovascular AMD near margins of geographic atrophy. For each study eye, images obtained
from regions of interest at the margins of geographic atrophy at baseline and at the last follow-up visit, including color fundus photograph and
infrared fundus image, are shown. Locations of ROIs identified at the margins of GA are denoted on each infrared image. A magnified AOSLO image
from one ROI is shown on the right of each panel. On each magnified AOSLO image, individual cones identified are denoted with red cross-hairs.
White scale bar on color fundus photographs: 200 lm. Black scale bar on AOSLO images: 15 arc minutes. Upper left panel: patient 1, right eye.
Upper right panel: patient 1, left eye. Lower right panel: patient 2, left eye. Lower right panel: patient 3, left eye. Lower left: Cone spacing
measures from eyes with nonneovascular AMD and age-similar visually healthy control subjects versus retinal eccentricity. Data from the control
subjects are plotted as small gray dots. Dark solid line indicates best fit to normal data. Dashed lines: 95% confidence limits of the best fit. Patient 3
shows mildly increased cone spacing to the near-normal level at locations GA4 and GA5, but all other GA regions derived normal or near-normal
cone spacing measures throughout the entire study period. Lower right: Cone spacing measures from all ROIs identified at GA margin versus followup time.

measurable increases in cone spacing. Comparison with
registered OCT scans confirmed the presence of the photoreceptor IS/OS junction in the studied regions over drusen and at
GA margins, although often characterized by hyporeflectivity.
In contrast, AOSLO images from regions in which there was no
evidence of drusen or GA on multimodal imaging showed
continuous cone mosaics characterized by uniform reflectivity
properties, similar to previously reported AOSLO observations
in healthy eyes.49,52 The hyporeflectivity of cones noted in
AOSLO images over drusen or at GA margins could result from

an optical misalignment of the photoreceptors caused by
topographic irregularities such as the dome-shaped drusen
elevation or excavation at the edge of GA, thus, disrupting their
original orderly vertical arrangement and altering their waveguiding characteristics.47 Intraretinal pigment clumps lying
above the photoreceptors may also give rise to apparent
variance in their reflectivity,53 although such findings were not
seen in our study regions. Alternatively, our observations of
regional compromise of photoreceptor structure in eyes with
AMD could reflect photoreceptor stress occurring focally over
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FIGURE 9. Proposed simplified model to explain loss of visibility of cones at the edge of advancing GA. Cones and RPE cells in regions without GA
(left side of illustration and registered SD-OCT image) are closely packed, have near normal spacing and are easily imaged owing to their inherent
wave-guiding properties. Closer to the GA, the RPE cell health is compromised, resulting in subsequent loss of cone wave-guiding properties, even
though the cones are still present. Finally, the RPE cells along with their corresponding cones die to form a region of GA. Cones at the edge of GA are
still present, but because their wave-guiding properties are compromised they are less visible in OCT and AOSLO images. Rods are not shown in this
simplified model but their loss is assumed to take place through a similar mechanism.

drusen and at GA margins from compressing effect, compromised metabolic exchange or activation of the immune
system.16,54,55 Curcio et al.14,17 studied photoreceptor loss in
nonneovascular AMD and noted the greatest rod photoreceptor loss at the parafovea, although no focal changes in
photoreceptor structure were recorded directly over drusen.
Other histologic studies found photoreceptor density to be
decreased over drusen,15,16 and another postmortem study
found photoreceptor abnormalities at the edge of GA that
included shortening and bulging of the IS and fragmentation of
the OS.6 Such morphologic changes in the cones can disrupt
the properties that make them such excellent waveguides and
result in degraded reflectance properties such as those seen in
our study. Several authors have similarly reported morphologic
alterations seen on SD-OCT over drusen19,56 or at the
junctional zone of GA24,25,57 in eyes with AMD. Consistent
with our findings, Godara and associates40 reported normal
cone spacing over drusen using AOSLO in a 15-year-old boy
with dominant drusen, and in a 45-year-old woman with basal
laminar drusen,37 although cones over drusen were hyperreflective.37,40
An important aspect of our study is that we used a
subjective approach to assess the overall regularity of cone
structure within a given ROI. In some regions, we also
observed irregularity of the cone mosaic in a given ROI. While
this qualitative method has the disadvantage of not providing
objective, quantitative measures of mosaic geometry, we
believe it to be an appropriate approach given the various
technical issues with using techniques such as Voronoi
analysis. Cone packing geometry can be analyzed graphically
using Voronoi diagrams,58,59 but this analysis is vulnerable to
technical factors that can greatly affect its measure even in
healthy eyes, including image resolution and variations in
brightness and contrast of the cone mosaic. Therefore, Voronoi
analysis should be done only in images with adequate quality
where all cones are resolved, and as such was not performed in
the present study. Our measures of the structural integrity of
the cone mosaics did not include quantitative analysis of
packing regularity and their topographic arrangement. Nonetheless, the irregular appearance of cone mosaics observed
qualitatively in some study eyes even in regions where cone
spacing measures were not different from the age-similar
normal range suggests that changes in the geometric arrangement of cone mosaics may present a biomarker of early disease
in eyes with AMD, when cone spacing measures are still
preserved.
We anticipate that advances in AO technology will enable
quantitative measures of cone reflectance variations and
packing geometry, and that their potential value as biomarkers
of AMD will be ascertained. Improved image quality with

higher resolution to discern cone and rod structure,60 along
with more extensive image averaging will improve the ability
to distinguish between missing and dim photoreceptors and
permit quantitative assessments of photoreceptor structure
noninvasively in eyes with AMD.
Our finding of continuous cone mosaics up to the GA
margin, characterized by normal spacing measures, but
abnormal morphology suggests that photoreceptor loss was
directly coupled with RPE cell loss within the GA area.
However, reduced visibility of cones around the GA edge may
signify disruption of their wave-guiding properties that could
also be explained by loss of adjacent RPE cells (Fig. 9).
Although no pattern of abnormal hyperfluorescence was noted
in corresponding FAF images from our study regions where
hyporeflective AOSLO signal was seen (Supplementary Fig.
S1), it is possible that compromised RPE cell function in the
junctional zone around GA is associated with compromised
metabolic or mechanical support of the overlying cones that
changes their reflectance and packing arrangement.
Although AOSLO imaging is useful in delineating structural
features of cone mosaics, it does not provide information
regarding their cellular function. Our findings do not indicate
the functionality of the cones within the studied retinal regions
or the integrity of interactions between the cones and adjacent
RPE cells. High-resolution assessment of visual function at
drusen and GA margins locations showing hyporeflective
AOSLO signals would provide insight into the impact drusen
and GA have on cone function. Thus, our findings do not
isolate the initiating event in GA progression as either cone
photoreceptor, RPE, or choriocapillaris loss, but they do
emphasize the intimate relationship between cone loss and
RPE loss in eyes with GA. Future studies could use AOSLO
microperimetry61 to deliver stimuli to individual cones and
measure function in retinal regions in which cones are
visualized in eyes with AMD, comparing regions with normal
cone spacing that have no drusen with function in regions with
normal cone spacing over drusen and at the margins of GA to
assess the impact of AMD on cone function prior to cone loss.
Potential limitations to our study include variations in
AOSLO image quality, which resulted in some images that were
insufficient for visualization of cones and quantitative analysis
during the study, requiring removal of several drusen ROIs
from the longitudinal analysis. Among elderly patients with
AMD, several factors may preclude high AOSLO image quality,
including poor fixation and higher rates of tear film abnormalities and media opacities, such as cataract. Further, as we
analyzed cone structure only in retinal images with adequate
quality to allow quantitative cone spacing measures, our
results represent a very conservative measure of retinal health.
Nonetheless, all other ROIs identified over drusen and at the
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margin of GA were successfully followed longitudinally in a
prospective manner, even in areas near progression of GA. Our
findings demonstrate that AOSLO can be used to assess cone
structure in patients with AMD and provide evidence of their
preservation as targets for future therapeutic strategies.
In summary, our results suggest that AOSLO can provide
adequate resolution for quantitative measurement of cone
structure at the margin of GA and over drusen in eyes with
nonneovascular AMD. Cone spacing over drusen and at the
edges of GA was not different than normal in 26/28 and 12/14
ROIs measured, respectively, suggesting changes in cone
spacing may not represent a primary structural change in
AMD progression. However, abnormal morphologic features
and reflectivity changes of cone mosaics noted at these
locations may provide insight into the pathophysiology of GA
progression.
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